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Eli Marks conents provide valuable per
spective to the overall objectives of matching
procedures

Just as the FellegiSunter matching procedure
contains computerized automatic designation of

matches and nonmatches and manual review of

records designated for further manual follovup
components so does preprocessing contain com
puterized minor reformatting spelling
standard1zaton strIng comparison and manual

keypunch/transcription maj or reformatting
components

The respective roles of the two components
are best exemplified by Newcombe et al 1983
1959 1962 Newcombes view is that computer
procedures should be developed for the most

routine and repetitive tasks As knowledge of

the characteristics of address files and coding
techniques increases computerized procedures
can replace greater proportions possibly all

manual components
It is my experience that reasonably designed

manual procedures are difficult and expensive to

implement This is because of high turnover
rates and the necessity of training and con
stantly supervising personnel performing manual

processing Computerized procedures can have
the benefit of being more costeffective con
sistent and reproducible

Both Marks and note that the Census
Bureaus ZIPSTAN software which is designed
for files of individuals induced minor errors
in files of businesses In Winkler 1985
show that ZIPSTANs identification of address
subfields can yield substantial improvements in

the discriminating power of the FellegiSunter
matching procedure

The cost in using ZIPSTAN was few days of

my time installing it The alternative would
have been to do nothing or develop manual pro
cedures set up computer files suitable for

manual review train individuals in computer
login and manual review procedures and have the

individuals perform the review Marks motes if

Identifying individual subfields of the name and

address Involves elaborate manual rearrangement
and keying .. substantial error is likely to

be Introduced possibly as much as preprocessing
removes

strongly agree that our understanding of

matching tolerances needs to be improved The

purpose of my discussion of string comparators
was to show the limitations of tolerances such

as SOUNDEX particularly SOUNDEX abbreviations
of surnames used as sort keys during the

blocking stage of matching For files of

businesses show Winkler 1985 that indi
vidual sort keys are generally not suitable for

creating blocks containing most matched pairs
My solution is to apply independently multiple
sort keys

String comparison metrics such as Jaros
string comparator can only be efficiently used

during the discrimination stage because they
involve the comparison of corresponding strings
from pairs of records In my view they offer
the best opportunity for developing tolerances
How such tolerances fit in the framework of the

FellegiSunter model needs to be described and

quantified
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